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“Our Job Was to Keep the Planes Flying.”

    was sent to Officer Candidate School in Miami in the early 
part of  ’42 and wound up an Air Force supply officer. We 
finished our training in Oakland, Calif. Shortly after we got 
there our unit, the 83rd Air Service Squadron, was put on a 
hot list and we were sent to Everett, Wash., to bivouac which 
was the first training we had had living in tents. It was pretty 
cold and yucky. Then we were given top priority to go to 
New York. I was pretty lucky because instead of  driving 
across the country with my unit I got to fly since I had to 
make sure we had all our unit’s equipment since we could be 
sent overseas at any time. Our supplies were for front-line 
fighters. We would move forward as the troops did.
     Our outfit arrived in Casablanca after a very rough 
Atlantic crossing. From there we went on to three more stops. 
We were parked for a while in Tunisia, which became our 
central Naval operations headquarters. Coming across Africa 
we didn’t have any fresh meat. We had to eat canned rations. 
The mess officer and I got acquainted with the Navy people 
because we knew they had huge walk-in freezer ships, and we 
traded them some air force jackets for some roast beef  and 
steak dinners. It took the edge off  the hardships coming 
across Africa.
     Before I left Tunisia, Max Ganz had come into the area 
from the Middle East. We had quite a nice reunion. Then 
our unit went to Italy. As luck would have it, Max’s field 
hospital unit moved into Italy just about 40 miles from us.
     Nan wrote me a letter every day.
     Our job was to keep the planes flying. We had a 
competitive chart. We were to keep the aircraft with an 
AOC: an aircraft out of  duty for a day. Our unit had the best 
AOC record of  the entire 35th Air Service command. And 

for this I was awarded a Bronze Star, which I’ve kept in the 
drawer tucked away, because I thought all units should be 
doing what we did and I didn’t think it was worthy of  a 
medal. What did we do? When we had an aircraft down here 
for a supercharger and we had an aircraft down there for a 
wheel, and we had an aircraft down over there for a fistarus 
on the dry side, we stole parts off  the other one to get two of  
the flying so that when all the parts came in they were put on 
one plane. That doesn’t take any great intellect, does it. So 
when the other units had seven and eight AOCs a day, we 
were frequently without an AOC or with one or two down 
depending on where the parts had to come from.
     There was a big Air Force depot in southern Italy and we 
would make visits there and frequently found that they didn’t 
know what they had because when supply ships came in they 
unloaded them helter-skelter. Invariably we’d go through the 
depot, the largest in the world at the time, and would find 
things we’d been waiting for that they said they didn’t have. 
There probably weren’t any other units that audacious. But 
it’s all part of  the economics of  war.
     We felt better later when we found that the much heralded 
efficiency of  the great German army had the same damn 
problems we had. They were just as farblundget as we were.”
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